
         UTTAR HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
           Consumer Grievances Redressal Forum 
  SCO NO. 94, Ist Floor, Sec-5, Panchkula. 
      E-mail:- uhbvn_forum2006@Yahoo.com  

 
 Before Consumer Grievances Redressal Forum 
 

 
     Complaint No.  - CGRF-44/07 
     Date of hearing   - 16.10.07 
     Date of Award - 25.10.07 
 
  In the matter between Sh. Shiv Chandra Nath S/o Late Sh. Gian Chand 

and S.D.O Y/Nagar regarding installation of electric poles along Damla-Kunjal Road 

instead of the land of Lt. Col. Shiv Chandra Nath. 

 

Present:- 

1. Sh. S.C. Vij. Chairperson 

2. Ch. Balbir Singh Dhull Member-II 

 

Appearances:- 

 

On behalf of Complainant:- 

Sh. Shiv Chandra Nath complainant in person. 

 

On behalf of UHBVN:- 

Sh. R.K Beniwal S.D.O ‘Op’ S/Divn. UHBVN Yamuna Nagar.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



ORDER 

1. The brief facts leading to the filing of present complaint are that respondents 

started erecting electric poles in the fields of complainant to release the A.P 

connection of Sukh Dev Raj S/o Sh. Sadhu Ram of Village Damla vide A&A 

9352/AP dated 24.09.04 in July 2007.  The complainant objected to that and 

moved an application before respondent No.-I to not to erect the poles in his 

fields and requested to erect the same by the side of the Damla-Kunjal road 

which would not be inconvenient to anyone.  The respondent advised the 

complainant to deposit Rs. 7000/- on the name of Sukh Dev Raj so as to avoid 

the access to his field for which extra pole was to be erected and for that 

expenses would have to be borne by the complainant.  The complainant did so 

vide receipt No. 320/9352/AP.   The respondents erected poles by the side of 

Damla-Kunjal road and avoided the fields of the complainant.  That the next 

day, for his utter surprise, the complainant found the erected pole uprooted and 

the men of respondents were digging out the field of the complainant for 

erecting the same pole.  However, the complainant stopped them from doing so 

and approached the respondents No. 1 & 2 but nobody listened to him and they 

were bent upon to erect the poles in the fields of the complainant despite the fact 

that the complainant deposited Rs. 7000/- on the directions of the respondents to 

avoid the erection of electric pole in his fields and that he was left with no 

alternative but to bring the present complaint for an order to respondent to not to 

erect electric pole in his fields when they can very well erect the same by the 

side of brims of the Damla-Kunjal road.  The complainant also stated that by 

erecting poles through his fields, the respondents are also byepassing their 

original and initial sketch which was drawn for erecting the electric line by the 

side of the Damla-Kunjal road initially. 

2. After receipt of the complaint, it was got endorsed, registered and diarized and 

after consideration it was admitted for further proceedings and Nodal Officer 

i.e. Xen ‘Op’ Division UHBVN Yamuna Nagar was directed to give his version 

supported by an affidavit to the contents of his reply, who did so stating that  

A.P connection was released for T/well of Sh. Sukh Dev Raj and pole No. 2 was 

erected in the field of the complainant by the contractor but on the request of the 

complainant it was uprooted from his field and erected on the common Dol of 

complainant and Kapoor Singh and extra expenses of Rs. 7000/- had to be 

   



incurred by Sh. Sukh Dev Raj, the consumer for this purposes and that no pole 

is erected in the field of complainant and complaint be dismissed.  The 

complainant also produced receipt issued by Nigam for deposit of the additional 

Rs. 7000/- to avoid erections of line in his fields. 

3. The complainant submitted the replication to version of the Nodal Officer and 

controverted the stand taken by Xen of Division Y/Nagar and reiterated his 

stand taken in the complaint and requested for an order to that effect.  He also 

stated in his replication that the alleged common Dol is no more common Dol 

because it exists in his land and rather Kapoor Singh has encroached upon his 

land. 

4. After the submission of the pleadings by the parties and their respective 

evidence oral as well as documentary, the parties were heard at large. The 

complainant also produced a photograph of the pole erected by the side of 

Damla-Kunjal road at the first stage. 

 Forum’s View and Order:-  

   We have carefully perused the pleadings of the parties and properly 

examined the documents placed on the file.  The Forum is of considered opinion 

that balance of convenience tilts in favour of complainant.  The simple 

contention of the complainant that there is alternative with the respondents to 

erect the electric pole by the side of the Damla-Kunjal road where upon the 

respondents initially erected the same has force of acceptance.  More over, the 

soul of the pleadings clearly reveal that the complainant deposited Rs. 7000/- on 

the advice of the respondents as expenses which he incurred for erecting one 

more pole to avoid the access to field of complainant though the receipt of 

7000/- stands in the name of Sh. Sukh Dev Raj.  To be more clear, had Sukh 

Dev Raj who has been given A.P connection for his T/Well, deposited the said 

amount of Rs. 7000/-, he would have deposited the same with the amount of Rs. 

20,000/- and 35,000/- on demand notice on 20.12.05.  Moreover, the erection of 

pole at the alleged Dol would prove hazardous to general public also as that doll 

is being used by the inhabitants of the Village for common purposes.   

   In view of above findings, we hereby allow the complaint of the 

complainant and direct the respondents (Nigam) to erect the required 

electric poles at the initially proposed site by the side of the Damla-Kunjal 

road at the cost of Nigam and avoid entrance to the fields of the 

   



complainant or at the alleged Dol.  No order of costs.  Parties be intimated.  

Compliance of the order be reported within two months.  

  

 “The order is signed, dated and issued by Consumer Grievances  

Redressal Forum on 25.10.07. ” 

 

 

 (Ch. Balbir Singh Dhull)                                   (S.C. Vij) 
                 Member                                                          Chairperson 

   



   

             UTTAR HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
 Consumer Grievances Redressal Forum 
SCO No. 94, Ist Floor, Sec-5, Panchkula. 
E-main:- uhbvn_forum2006@Yahoo.Com 

       Complaint No. CGRF-44/2007 
 
To  
 
  The Managing Director,  

UHBVN. Panchkula. 
 
Memo No. Ch-         /UH/CGRF-44 

Dated: 25.10.07 

 
Subject: Order in respect of complaint of Sh. Shiv Chandra Nath regarding 

erection of line. 
 

Enclosed please find herewith the order issued by Consumer Grievances 

Redressal Forum in respect of above complaint for its compliance. 

  

 
 

Secretary, 
CGRF, UHBVN, 
Panchkula. 

CC. 
1.  CE/OP, UHBVN, Panchkula. 
2  SE/ ‘OP’ Circle UHBVN Yamuna Nagar. 
3.  SE/Commercial UHBVN Panchkula. 
4.  XEN/OP City Division, UHBVN, Yamuna Nagar with a copy of order. 
5. Lt. Col Shiv Chandra Nath S/o Sh. Gian Chand Ram Dev R/o Village & 

Post Office Damla, Tehsil Jagadhri, Distt. Yamuna Nagar. 
   

  For information & further necessary action with respect to order of Forum  
  (copy enclosed). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


